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welcome
Since Ferco’s inception in 1983 our desire to be clients’ partner of choice has been at the forefront of our philosophy.  It is reflected in 
our commitment to friendly, professional customer service and  unwavering attention to detail.  

In house design and manufacture capability means we deliver design-led, world class  seats and enables us to set trends rather than 
follow them.  

Our state of the art facility incorporates the latest technology and manufacturing methods with rigorous quality control.  

Our designers are creative problem solvers - they arrive at seating solutions that best fit your facility.  We love to talk design,
 aesthetics, solutions and functionality.  This is our passion.  It runs through our company.  

We have a network of offices in central locations all over the world.  Filled with knowledgeable and friendly people.  we’re equipped 
to deliver any seating requirement - regardless of size or location.  With clients in over 60 countries we provide global reach with a 
personal touch. 

Our dedicated regional sales teams understand local customs.  They offer professional guidance and experience, and they’re flexible in 
helping clients to achieve their needs.  

And we’re most proud of our people.  All of them live by the belief that nothing is impossible.  They’re here to inspire you.  To help you 
create a space that in turn inspires and entertains your audiences. 

We’re passionate about the environment – and about 
providing world-class workplaces. All of our products are 
made in safe working environments that are eco-friendly 
as possible. And we’re constantly looking for new ways to 
improve our quality, environmental and safety management 
systems. PSB Singapore have given to us the license being the 
first seating company to receive a green certificate 

Our seating complies with all applicable legal, statutory, 
regulatory and occupational health and safety requirements, 
and carry a worldwide five-year manufacturer’s warranty. 

We have ISO 9001:2004 and ISO 14001:2004 accreditation 
firmly in place. 

So our production management processes and environmental 
management systems incorporate the latest technology in 
terms of materials and construction methods. And they have 
been strictly regulated to achieve both maximum efficiency 
and minimum environmental impact.

Quality of product is paramount to us. And so is protecting the 
environment. We have stringent quality checks in place, from 
order to shipping. These have been designed with a full doc-
umentation trail, which means our customers can be free of 
concern from start to finish. It also means we’re making sure 
our carbon footprint is as small as possible. 

Environment friendly seats. 
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Our 
Services

Our designers are great at coming up 
with creative solutions to the most 

challenging projects.

Group 
products are 

manufactured 
in-house at our 
state-of-the-art 

facility 
incorporating 

our latest 
technology

We exercise total control over
production, imposing a rigorous 
quality regime throughout the

production process.

Your project will be overseen by a 
dedicated project manager and all of 
our highly skilled project team with 

experience in installing and servicing 
our products.

Our mission
 is to be our 

client’s partner 
of choice. From 

first contact 
until 

completion of 
installation

seating made better
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seating 
made
better 

Investment in luxury seating is being embraced by exhibitors
around the world from the large multiplexes to the boutique
operator.

Premium seating greatly enhances an audiences experience, 
resulting in increased client satisfaction, loyalty and retention.

Cinemas are powerful spaces. People go to be entertained. To be
carried away by stories. To lose themselves in the world on the
screen.

The right space creates the ultimate audience experience. That is
why we’re so passionate about designing the seating that fills these
spaces.

Looking at the big picture, we focus on the details of design. We
love aesthetics but we’re not just about design that looks great,
we’re about design with purpose.

We are passionate about working with you to create a beautiful 
cinema space that delights your audience and increases customer 
loyalty.

Attention to details, work ethics, expertise - you can see it in every
one of our seats. This is the heart of our company

exceed customer expectations
live by design 
inspire a happy team

mission

Sharjah Cinema City, UAE
Model: Premium Veronaseating made better
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Cinema is in a period of exciting change and fundamental to 
operator success is the ability to maximise revenues and retain 
customers.  

With this in mind, Ferco has developed the Premium Collection.  

Luxurious electric recliner seats, which can be customised to 
suit the aspirations of individual cinema operators, including 
privacy booths, individual integrated tables and iPads to enable 
remote ordering of food and beverages.  

The Ultimate.  No less. 

Premium

Reading  Cinema, Australia
Model: Premium Veronaseating made better
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An opulent, fully-reclining cinema chair in a classic, 
quintessentially British design.  

With enhanced cushioning, the Turino is the 
ultimate in cinematic comfort and shares optional 
features with the Premium Verona.

This model is available as individual, or twin seats  
with space to include of a pedestal table. 

The perfect choice for state-of-the-art home view-
ing rooms and luxury boutique cinemas. 

Turino

Cinematic art of comfort  

fully reclining

Verona Dual Motor

The Verona is a fully reclining cinema chair designed 
for maximum comfort and style.  

Beautifully crafted and available as a single seater, a 
twin seat or a link-seat with shared armrests. 

Two individual motors control the footrest and 
backrest separately, allowing any user to adjust their   
reclining position to precisely their own comfort level.  

The Verona includes a footrest sensor, so no hands or 
valuables get caught in moving parts.  

The optional easy-lift system gently and 
effortlessly tips the seat forward to enable cleaning 
and maintenance. Automatic underseat lighting pro-
vides a visual aid whilst doing so. 

Other optional features include footrest and backrest 
auto return, integrated tables, lighting, integrated 
cupholders and USB charging point. 

Discerning luxury  

integrated USB charging point

seating made better
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Verona Lite Zero Wall 

All the luxurious comfort of the Premium Verona without 
the space requirements.  

The Verona Lite has a motorised backrest which will enable 
it to fit into many existing premium areas, improving 
audience capacity and reducing capital expenditure. 

Available as a single, twin, or link seats with shared 
armrests. 

Customisation and additional features mirror that of the 
Premium Verona.

Perfect for smaller cinema spaces.

All the comfort.  All the space   

link seat

Specifically designed for cinemas where capacity and 
comfort are of equal importance. 

Clever design enables the backrest to recline into 
the space created by moving the seat base forward              
simultaneously.  

As there is no gap left behind the seat, the requirement  
for safety handrails is negated, resulting in lower capital 
expenditure and a more pleasing aesthetic.  

The Verona Zero Wall saves space and ensures that you 
maintain audience capacity.  Whilst also delivering the 
same luxuriousness and feature options as the Premium 
Verona model. 

A premium enclosure panel can be added to creates a 
feeling of exclusivity and home from home ambience.  
Integrated lighting helps clients locate items and read 
menus. 

Verona Zero Wall

Saving space in every cinema

Verona Zero Wall with 
premium enclosure 
panel

seating made better
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Milano Milano Zero Wall

The Italian Job  The Italian job  

Like the city it was named after, the Milano is all 
about style.  

It can be a fixed seat or with electric controls for
operating the footrest  and / or backrest.

Easy.  Comfortable.  Stylish. 

Available as a single, twin, or link seat. Milano 
comes with a range of options and additional 
features.

Perfect for any cinema venue.

Like the city it was named after, the Milano is all 
about style.  

It can be a fixed seat or with electric controls for
operating the footrest  and / or backrest.

Easy.  Comfortable.  Stylish. 

Available as a single, twin, or link seat. Milano 
comes with a range of options and additional 
features.

Perfect for any cinema venue.twin seat Dual motor

seating made better
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Lucca

A gentle glide back

A sleek and streamlined aesthectic for modern cinemas. 

The premium glide seat option has an ergonomic reclining 
solution that operates without the need for electric motors 
and controls.  

As you lean back it intuitively glides into a reclined position. 

Featuring an innovative sliding design that allows for a 
superior seating position, simple operation and exceptional 
comfort.  

Glide

 Opus 

A big step forward

We have spared nothing in giving you the maximum sitting comfort.

This recliner is extra special, the shape of the seat and back embraces 
you and gives your body support in all the right places.

An economical reclining solution that operates without the need 
for electrical motors or controls; this market leading seat offers the         
ultimate in comfort.

The back and headrest are made from foam and fibers and as you lean 
back it intuitively glides into a reclined position.

The innovative sliding design allows for a superior seating position, 
which provides the ultimate in relaxation and an even more enjoyable 
movie experience.

Link seat

seating made better
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Opus Plus

 Opus Glide 

A big step forward

We have spared nothing in giving you the maximum sitting comfort.

This recliner really is extra special, The shape of the seat and back 
embraces you and gives your body support in all the right places.

An economical reclining solution that operates without the need for 
electrical motors or controls; this market leading seat offers the ulti-
mate in comfort.

The back and headrest are made from foam and fibers and as you lean 
back it intuitively glides into a reclined position.

The innovative sliding design allows for a superior seating position, 
which provides the ultimate in total relaxation and an even more 
enjoyable movie experience.

Options

Description Verona
Verona

Lite
Verona 

Zero Wall Turino
 

Milano Glide

Swivel table

 Donut USB

Double action 

Embroidered 

Easy Lift 

Auto return

Enclosure 

Square row

Call button

Puck light

Panel

letter & 
number

Logo

Table 

seating made better
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Verona Dual Motor

Verona Zero Wall

Verona Lite Zero Wall

Turino

Milano

Milano Zero Wall

Opus

Opus Glide/Plus

Cinema goers deserve the highest quality and comfort to complement 
their movie experience.  

The Paragon range is a sleek and modern collection and every single 
seat is ergonomically designed.  Not only are they extensively tested for 
durability at our in-house facility but they are tried and tested in movie 
theatres across the world.  

They look great and feel even better, combining superior comfort with 
oustanding value. 

A wide range of customisable options and accessories meet the needs 
and expectations of today’s cinema operator and their patrons.   

The Exceptional.  Everyday.

Paragon

seating made better
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538
With a distinctive headrest and a contoured 
backrest, the Paragon 538 delivers outstanding 
comfort and value.

Available as a fixed or tip-up seat and single or a 
twin seat with a shared armrest.  

Customisable with a range of cupholders.

588
The Paragon 588 is a low back seat with  
distinctive low level cupholders and sloping 
armrests. 

Available a fixed or tip-up seat. Single or a twin seat 
with a shared armrest.  

Customisable with a range of cupholders.

twin seat

twin seat

5 Series

755

788

The Paragon 755 is the most popular seat in the 
Paragon collection and provides superior comfort 
and pleasing aesthetics. 

Available with a wide backrest option and as a fixed 
or tip up seat.  Also available as a twin seat.   

Customisable with a range of cupholders.

With a uniquely cushioned backrest and con-
toured seat base, the Paragon 788 is supremely             
comfortable.

Designed with aesthetics and ergonomics in mind, 
the 788 model is available as fixed or tip-up seat 
and twin seat with a shared armrest.  

Customisable with a range of cupholders.

wide back twin seat

twin seatwide back

7 Series

seating made better
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818
The Paragon 818 has a luxury headrest 
with a wide padded backrest and seat base 
designed to give superior comfort and 
ergonomics. 

Available as fixed or tip-up seat.

Customisable with a range of cupholders.

828
The Paragon 828 is a fixed seat model with a 
distinctively designed, high backrest.

With extra padding and contoured arm rests 
this seat this seat provides a more luxurious            
experience for patrons.  

8 Series

928

918
The Paragon 918 model has a distinctive 
headrest providing acoustic properties 
which improve the listening experience with 
surround sound. 

Retractable armrests and low level 
cupholders provide an additional option for 
cinema goers

Available as a fixed seat model.

With a fixed seat, wide backrest and spacious 
seat the Paragon 928 is a seat which your 
audiences will sink in to relax. 

Contoured legs and low cupholders ensure a 
pleasing aesthetic throughout the auditorium.  

9 Series

seating made better
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Description Paragon
538

Paragon
588

Paragon
755

Paragon 
788

Paragon
818

 
Paragon

828
Paragon

918
Paragon

928
Description Paragon

538
Paragon

588
Paragon

755
Paragon 

788
Paragon

818

 
Paragon

828
Paragon

918
Paragon

928

ptions

Cup 1

Cup 2

Cup 3

Cup 4

Cup 5

Cup 6

Cup 7

Cup 8

Cup 9

Cup 10

Embroidered Riser 

Round

Rectangular

Aisle light

3/4 Laminated

Plastic

Rocker 

Tandem 

Tandem 

Retractable

Probax

seat number mounted leg

seat number

seat number

Type - E

Back outer

Back outer

Backrest

Removable

free standing

Armrest

O

seating made better
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Ferco has designed a range of children’s come,a seating with the 
emphasis, firmly on fun. The seats are brightly coloured,practival and 
tactile. perfect for younger cinema - goers. 

 Kids Seat

Paragon 538

Paragon 588

Paragon 755

Paragon 788

Paragon 818

Paragon 828

Paragon 918

Paragon 928

seating made better
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 Aladdin 

The Recliner 
Our Aladdin recliner is made for children, its           
functionality and special seating position make it the 
ideal place to relax and enjoy the film. The kids in the 
cinema will love having a special place to sit that is all 
their own!

These seats also make great overflow seating for little 
guests. A new product line that is ideal for the first 
rows in cinemas.

Dory 

The Bubble 

The Dory seat made specially for children
for children is the perfect miniature version
for our seats 

With the focus on comfort and with a brifht and 
bold aesthetic the Dory is the perfect addition to 
cinema catering for younger visitors. 

seating made better
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Aladdin

MBO Cinemas, Starling Mall
Malaysia

Dory

Projects

UA Galaxy Cinemas, Macau
Model: Milano

Cinema goers deserve the highest quality and comfort to complement 
their movie experience.  

The Paragon range is a sleek and modern collection and every single 
seat is ergonomically designed.  Not only are they extensively tested for 
durability at our in-house facility but they are tried and tested in movie 
theatres across the world.  

They look great and feel even better, combining superior comfort with 
oustanding value. 

A wide range of customisable options and accessories meet the needs 
and expectations of today’s cinema operator and their patrons.   

The Exceptional.  Everyday.

Projects

seating made better
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Novo Cinemas
Bahrain

Century City Cinemas
Philippines

P527 Odeon Cinema - VIP
United Kingdom

Grand Taj Cinema
Jordan
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UA Megabox Cinemas Imax
Hong kong

UA Sky Plaza Cinemas Imax
Hong kong

Cinemaxx
Indonesia

Reel Dolby Cinema
UAE
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HEAD OFFICE 

28 Atcham Business Park
Shrewsbury
United Kingdom
SY4 4UG

+44 (0) 1743 761 244
info@fercoseating.co.uk

www.fercoseating.com

R1.05.2018Member of Kotobuki Seating Group


